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Phoenix Riising
Gleason Corp. of Roche ter, NY, has

redesigned its Phoenix® bevel gear cut-
ling machine 10 take up le pace but.
have more capacity than the previous
model. The Phoenix II 275HC will be
unveiled at EMO in ' epternber and
Gear Expo in October. According to
Gleason. this new dry or wet cutting
machine i more than an upgrade of
e i ling technology.

"Our customers are hungry for sav-
ings, whether lhmugh elimination of
coolaru costs, reductions in cycle times,
savings in preciou floor space. lowering
inventorie • or maximizing the use of
manpower." says Gary J. Kimmet.
Gleason's vice president. of worldwide
sales and marketing. "We knew the next
Phoenix would have to be designed from
the ground up Ito address all of these
areas, ... not. incrementally, but a com-
plete technological leapfrog over any.,
thing currently available,"

From the outside, with i. guams in
place, the Pheenix II 275HC looks like
most mall machine tools, But inside, it's
unlike any other bevel gear cuniog
machine.

The Phoenix® ]J i ,ooill around ill stiff,
monolithic cast-iron column, [0 w.hlch the
tides and the spindle are attached,

"This presents a unique and perfectly
symmetrical way of position:ing the cut-
ting 1001 and the workpiece, which pro-
vides advantages in ergonomics, chip

removal, stiffness and accuracy," says Dr.
Hermann J. Stedtfeld, Gleason's vice
pre! ident of research and development

Oill previous machine • including the
Phoellix® 1.75HC, a large base sal under
the rest of the machine [0 support the var-
iou components,

lnstead of complicated, bulky mech-
anisms, like change gears and cams,
positioning andindex.ing of workpiece
and culling tool are accomplished entire-
ly by CNC-controlled direct drives.

The result of those change i a much
smaller machine'---'90' quare feet vs.. the
[4'0 quare feet of the I'hoenix® i175UC.
Although smaller. (he I'hoenix® (J can
cut much larger bevel gears than its pred-
ecessor-eupto 275 mm in pitch diameter
vs, the 175 mm of the Phoenix" 175H ,

Ai o, the design and the direct dr-ive
lead to everal other advantages, accord-
ing to Craig Ronald, Gleason's chief
de ign engineer.

Chip removal is simplified during dry
cutting •.Ronald says. "Now, hot dry chips
are free to fall completely clear of the
machine structure into a simple chip con-
veyor" without the need for shrouds, vacu-
um systems. or even hoi. chip-related tem-
perature cumpensation, because there' .110

bed to 'grow' wilh heal buildup"
"Wnaddition, we're now pivoting the

cutter spindle to create the mot angle
rather than mountlng the workspindle on I'

a swinging base. This permits the short-
est possible structmal overhang of both i-I

\

Thll GIII8S00l Phll~ni.1I 1111215Hc:: 'WiIS com,pletely' redesigned, AI the healtor the new machine, lis, ,I cast-Iron
,columll, IIrollndl whi cb lilli' r," of the mnchinu is built.
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cutter and work for maximum tiffness
and thermal s.tability:·

Also. !he redesign placed the work and
cuaer spindles much closer together. Now,
'both cutler and workpiece face the opera-
tor and are only 6" and II" (15 Qlld 28 em)
a.way, respectively. Ronald ays the design
is meant to reduce operator fatigue.

The use of direct drives also should
help reduce etup and machining limes.
Ronald says. "In addition to the obvious
benefits of eliminating mechanical
adjustments, change gears or draw rod
switch setups, the new spindle motors
deliver high torque as well as high culler
and work speeds. This gives us the capa-
bility for wet or dry cutting. wi~h room to
spare for future process developments."

The direct-drive motors also deliver
much higher acceleration and decelera-
tion rates, Ronald says, with the pindles
Slopping in as liule ill> 200 millisecond .
"Saving in top/start Lime of even a few
seconds quickly add up." he says. Also,
direct-coupled linear-axis drives axe
used, with possible travel rates of 10
mlmin. and a cutter pivot rate of 40
deg.l ec, Tho e higher speeds combine
w.ilh the new de ign's inherently shorter
linear motions to result in further reduc-
'lion :in non-cutting 'time,

The Phoellix® U can accommodate
all styles and types of Gleason and non-
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Gleasoncutters and culler systems far
face miling and face hobbing. The new
machine i available with either the
Fanue 160.i or the Siemen 840D CNC
control.

Also. Gleason will build a European
version of Phoenix. ]I in its factory in
Ludwigsburg, Germany, Thai version is
designed 10 tit European customer specifi-

cations and requirements, like CE codes.
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Jngineer Its IDesigll!i_ng'Test
Stand To !Measure Planeta!ry

GleairVibrationl
Rob Parker ees a problem with ana-

lytical models of planetary gear vibration
and dynamics: The models aren't sup-
ported by experimental data.

Parker, an engineering professor at
Ohio State University, specializes in
vibration and dynamics, particularly in
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high-speed systems and power transmis-
sion devices, such as pJanetary gears.

He explains that in basic research, com-
plex sy terns-like planetary gears-are
boiled down to a couple of mathematical
equations, which. means lots of approxi-
mating for analytical models.

But, complex. systems need quality
benchmark data to develop accurate ana-
lytical models.

Parker uses a pair of spur gears as an
example. According to him, analytical
single-mesh gear models bad been used
for about 50 years, but recent experi-
menl hewed IrongnonJ.inea.rity, con-
tact loss, and- ometimes--cbaotic re-
sponse in single-mesh gear pairs. Tile
experiments showed the models needed
to be improved.

Planetary gears, with multiple bodies
and me hes, are a lot more complicated
than pur gears.

'There's a cloud banging over any of
those [planetary gear] models," Parker says,
"until you get experimental myes~alion."

lnv ligation could be done with a test
stand that measures pJanelaI)' gear vibration
and dynamics. Parker know of 110' such
stand. He know of tandslhat measure
dUrability and wear, but they aren'tuited
for measuring dynamics thoroughly be-

cause they usually lack: access (Q the sun.
planet and ring gears.

So, Parker is designing a. stand to meas-
ure the gears' vibration and dynamics.

This contour pl'o! shaws a Iplanetary gear system'.
maximum prinCi,pal stresses,1I1 calculated by 'the
analysis program CALYX. Such analytical modals
willi bel 'It rified'lar accuracy via al les1 stand '!bll
measures planetary gaD vibration andl dytnnict.
b inlll Ibuilt by ,Dhi'DSlaLel University engIneerinll
profassor Roll Pme:, Image collIlle:sy ,of Adv-aoced
Numericall Srst_ms IDI Hilliard, IOH.
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The te t. tand win have two planetary
gear sets, a test et and a slave set, in a
"back-to-back" configuration. Power
will be circulated between the sets by
locking a torque into the tand l1u:ough
the loading plates' relative rotation. A
drive motor w.ill connol peed and pro-
vide power to overcome friction al .10 es,

Parker estimates the stand would be
]2' long, 5'-6' wide and 6' la'llI.

Mea uremenls will be laken from the
planetary gear lesl set and would be used
to upport analytical models. identify the
most important tolerance for making
quieter planetary gear, and show lhe
important behavio .that occur .in pecial
combinations of peed, torque and mesh
phasing in operating conditions.

Parker expects to complete his de ign
by the end of October. By thilt time, he
expects to ha,vecontracted a company to
build the stand. He estimates it will be
ready for experiments in Sllmmer 2002.

B1U, the experiments may be limited
to relatively few type, of planetary
gears, Parker may not have enough
money to build the stand with a. full set
of fixtures for testing different type of
planetary gears.

The tand will include an infrastrucnae,
a torque acrUalor.3 lubrication y tern, a
computerized conlrOl ¥stem, a variable-
speed drive motor with controller, and fix-
tures to operarein fIXed-ring, fixed-carrier
and fixed-sun COnfigurntiOIlS.

Some of those parts, like 'the motor,
are generic. BUI, 'the fixtures aren't
generic, a they aren't cheap,

Parker has $SO(UJOO for the project,

but: "Whether or not I can do what I
want to do with that amount of money.
I'm not sure-I think] can."

If hi co Is go over his budge], Parker
hopes to get the extra money for a full et
of future from companie inlere led in
the stand' u e .

This summer, .11·focused all anracting
helicepses companie . Parker did so
because be expects (h land to advance
the dyn~mic models used for helicopters.
He expects such advancement because
helicopters' planetary gears are his main
focus; $2-50,1XXIof his $500,000 i from
the U.S. Anny for investigating planetary

REVOLUTI:ONS
gear dynamic . in military helicopters.

The Army wants to reduce vibration
and noise in it helicopter cabins. The
vibration and noise in the cabin come
partly from planetary gearboxes .. The
vibration can create noise greater than
110 dB. Tim Krantz of the Army
Research Laboratory compares that
noise to the noise near a chainsaw or in
the front. row at a [lock concert.

Such noise hinders erewmembers'

communicatien, fatigue them and can be

a health hazard to.them. "There's a need to
reduce noise and vibration," Krantz says.

A mechanical engineer, Krantz spe-
cialize in gear research for the laborato-
ry's Vehicle Technology Directorate.
lecated 01. NASA's Glenn Research
Center in Cleveland. OH. He is an advi-
sor on Parker's project

Given the Army's goal. Parker is
designjng hi . stand 10 .opera!c at a mHi-
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tary helicopter's typical horsepower, like
the 350-450 hp of the Army's OH-58
Kiowa Warrior. an armed reconnaissance
helicopter; The stand's "back-so-back"
configuration lets it test the gears at
much higher power than. the motor's rat-
ing because the motor has to overcome
ollly frictional losses,

Military helicopters often use plane-
tary gears because the assemblies have
excellent torque/weight ratios. are com-
pact, and have several load paths for reli-
ability and for continued operation
despite a damaged gear or load path.

Tho e are some of the reasons the gears
are used. i.1l aircraft; automobiles; other
ground vehicles, like farm and construc-
tion equipment; .heavy machinery and
marine applications, like, ubmarines.

Consequently, the stand promises to
benefit more than helicopters,

"The real purpose of thi machine is
for basic research," Parker says, adding
the machine isn't really for one appli-

cation. "The research questions you.
would ask would be the same for any
application."

Ohio State University will own the
test stand and its design-Parker's other
$250,000 came from the university and
the Ohio State Board of Regents. Each
organization contributed $125.000.,

Parker says the stand won't be sold
commercially, but research and resulting
mathematical modeling will be published.

Krantz says the Army has no set
schedule for receiving data from Parker's
stand or for improving :its helicopter
based on the data. He explains that the
Army has "windows of opportunity" to
upgrade or retrofit helicopter gearboxes,
When the next window opens, the Army
would like to have techniques-verified
by experiment-for minimizing gearbox
vibration and noise,

"More k:nowledge is good when i.1
comes to a new design," Krantz ay .

Cirde .301

A.INew~hajJer
Cutter Deslglnl

A university lecturer ill Romania has
a model of a new type of gear cutting
tool, which he says has theoretical pro-
file errors of zero and can create perfect
helical involute gears.

Marton Mate created hi model. and
tested it for his doctoral dis ertation,
which he worked on from 1992 to 1998.
According to Mat~, the tests showed tile
involute profile error using his cutter was
less than that obtained u ing a classic
Fellows cutter.

Today, he holds a doctorate in the sci-
ence of metal cutting and cutting tools
and is a faculty member at "Petru Maier"

University of 'Iargu-Mures,
Mate created hi gear cutting tool

from his research on optimizlag the
Fellows cutter for helical gear .

The Fellows cutter has helicalinvo-
lute tooth flanks and cuts using a helical

At Klingelnberg, the point 01
precision is to help you control
your gear manulacturing pro-
cess and improve gear quolity
with measuring systems that
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• accuracy
• reliability
• maintainability
• Rexibility
• performance
• and life cyclecost,
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Klingelnbergl measuring
technology contece
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1465 Woodland Drive·
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motion. But, according to Mate, the clas-
sic Fellows cutter presents theoretical
profile errors.

Mate's cutter has non-helicalinvolute
tooth flanks, but it cuts with a helical
chipping motion. According to him, that
motion allows his cutter's edges to create
perfect helical involute gears.

He adds that the edge won't vary with
re harpening and the cutting geometry
can be adapted to conform to a workpiece
material's mechanical properties.

Mare wants to offer his doctoral work
to a company interested in gear cutting
tools and understand .the access of hi
work depends on it being suooes fuUy
applied by a company.

But, a company would face a major
undertaking 10 independently verify
wilelher Male's work is technically sound.

"We'd have to reanalyze all his
work," says Waher Pluss, manager 'Of
cutler services at Fellows Corp. of
Springfield, VT.

As Pluss explains, reanalysis would
require understandingall of Mat.e's theo-
ry and spending time verifying it in a lab-
oratory. The verification would mean
obtaining and evaluating Mare's labora-
tory data, modeling the cutter; running it
through test trials, and evaluating the tri-
als to see if M!ite's cutter shows definite
improvement over a conventional cutter.

Plass doesn't know how long the
reanalysis would take or what it would cost

Also, Plus sees a problem with
Mate's seeming view 'Of the gear CUlling
process: "The process cannot be that
simplistic;"

Pluss says the process depends on
many factors, including the cutting
machine, cutting tool. geometry, tool
coating. fixtnring, coolant, and cutting
cycle. He adds that M!l:t6's research
focuses on cutting tODI geometry, so it
isn't clear how changing the cutting tool
would affect the resulting gears' cost and
quality.

Still, PhlSS says he's interested in
more information all, the Mlite cutter's
application, like test results=-something
that can be duplicated to checkthe tool'
effectiveness. But, for now, Pluss ays of
Male's work: "'I don't have enough infer-
mation to say 'Yes, you're right' or not."
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